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Spotlight Summer

Sports
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Women's Soccer~~~
Team faces a
tough
schedule this
fall, p. 15.

,f pack
1
'
punch,
p. 9.

Part II of the Schilling
·in!erview, p. 13.

Aromatherapy for the soul, p. 9.

WSU tuition _may rise 3 percent
Proposed increase
would be the lowest

law.
all about the money. They don't
WSU undergraduate students, care about the students."
who will be paying $36 more per
But according to Junior
quarter,
have
a
variety
of
views
on Charmin Johnson, it doesn't matin 12 years
this matter.
ter to her.
By MELANIE GLASS
1997-98 Student Government
"As long as I get a proper eduStaff Writer
President Rich Garrett plans to pro- cation, it doesn't make a differ
test by encouraging students and ence," said Johnson.
Wright State University is ex- their parents to write Ohio senaAccording to Flack, WSU tries
pected to raise tuition 3 percent.
tors.
to keep education within the reach
The increase will b e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • of people who need
11
votedonbyt~eBoardo f Keeping tuition affordable for our
it.
Trustees at its June 6
"Keeping tuition
meeting.
students has always been a high affordableforourstu. The tuiti~n increase priority Of mine. 11
dent_shasal~a~sbeen
1s the lowest 1t has been
WSU p
.d
H I Fl . k a high pnonty of
in 12 years.
reSI ent ar ey 8C mine:• said Flack.
"Our chief concern
Butthetuitioncap
is our students/' said WSU Presi"We're g(?ing to start~ letter forhighereducationinOhio, which
dent Harley Flack. "They hav~ told campaign, by asking students to currently allows schools to raise
us that each year it's becoming take a look at sample letters (hang- tuition a maximum of 5 percent,
more difficult to find money for ing on the door of the SO office) may be lifted this summer by state
tuition. I want them to know we and we're basically keeping stu- lawmakers. This could allow uni•have heard them."
dents informed about it," said versities to raise tuition as much as
The university is allowed to Garrett.
desired.
· raise tuition a maximum of 5 perJunior Tshombe Demby said,
AccordingtoPaulHerol_d, Unicent per year under current state "Wright State is sca~d~lous. IC s versity of Akron spokesperson,
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Tuition since 1991
Data provided from Guardian files.
*Proposed tuition for Summer 1997.

$1,300

$800+---------....----1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 19971'
there is a 4 percent proposed in
crease of tuition with I percent
earmarked for financial aid for th~
fall of 1997.
The University ofToledo Board
of Trustees voted to increase tu
ition-3 percent for the summer, but
still may increase it again for the

fall, said Joe Clark, UT spokesper
son.
According to Ruth Gerstner,
The Ohio State University spokes
person, OSU' s tuition for fall in
cludes a 55 percent tuition increase.
The current cap for OSU and Mi
ami University is 6 percent.

Freshmen victorious in BSU election·s Residence
Services
director
sought _

By AMY PRYOR
Staff Wr!ter
Three Wright State freshmen
will occupy three ofthe four elected
positions in Black Student Union
for the 1997-98 academic year.
Current BSU . President
Fernando Alexander Smith and his
runningmate Joshua Rasheed
Johnson, were defeated by Stanley
L. Dukes and Leon R. Stevenson in
the BSU officer elections.
There were 299 votes cast. Ac
cording to Smith the turnout was
unusually high. "In previous elec
tions we've been lucky to get 50 to
100 people to vote," Smith said. .
Smith attributes part ofthe increase
in voter turnout to the number of
non-black students who voted.
According to Smith, non-black
11
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See BSU
continued on p. 3

e nside

By AMY PRYOR
Staff Writer
Wright State University is pres
ently looking for a new Director of
Residence Services.
Cynthia Wells, current director
of residence services, will be fin
ishing her career at WSU this year
and will take next year off to write
her dissertation.
Afterward, she will be moving
on to a different project at another
school.
"I've always seen myself at
small college," Wells said, "It's

a

photo by Mark Mowrey

Newly-elected Black Student Union leaders Stanley L. Dukes (left), Leon R. Stevenson (center)
and Derek R. Richardson celebrate their victory as BSU president, vice president and secretary.
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Director"

continues from p. 1
time for me to pursue that vision."

The search for the new director
has been in progress since March
ofthis year, according to Katherine
Morris, assistant vice president of

...
photo by Mark Mowrey

WSU Director of Residence Services Cynthia Wells will leave
Wright State this summer.

CAMPUS CRIME REPORT ;;;;;
TELEPHONE
HARASSMENT
May 16: A College Park Resident re
ported a telephone harassment com
plaint.
. May 19: A Rike Hal• resident reported
a telephone harassment complaint.

THEFT.
May 16: A Fairborn resident reported
miscellaneous items worth $60 miss
ing from Dunbar Library.

May 23: Three Dayton residents re
ported a theft of $228 cash from
Oelman Hall.
May 23: A Forest Lane resident re
ported a book bag theft from Dunbar
Library total worth $215.
May 24: A Cincinnati resident reported
damage done to a vehicle parked at
the Nutter Center.
May 24: Two Dayton resident reported
break-in and theft of miscel
laneous items while at the Nutter Cen
ter.

~ vehicle

May 16: A Crawfordsville , IA resident
reported a missing vehicle. Later, the
car was found missing a CD stereo
worth $150.

May 17: A New Carlisle resident re
ported a theft worth $90 from the Stu
dent Recreation Desk.
May 17: A Dayton resident reported
theft of $22 cash from the Student
Union Men's Locker Room.

May 24: A Dayton cesident reported a
damaged vehicle and miscellaneous
items creating a total loss of $680
whlle parked at the Nutter Center.
May 24: A minor reported a tampered
vehicle and theft of miscellaneous
items worth $200 while at the Nutter
Center parking lot.

Student Affairs · and Enrollment
Services.
The job has been posted in the
Dayton Daily News, the Chronicle
for Higher Education, Lib Server,
and American College Personnel
Association.
The original posting did not
generate the kind of applicants
needed for the job, therefore it was
extended and is still continuin~,
Morris said.
The Residence Services
Director's responsibilities include
the operation ofthe University cam
pus housing owned by both the
university and its corporate partner
AMS.
Also included in the director's
responsibilities is Judicial Affairs,
conferences/guest housing, and
oversight of Greek Life programs
as well as the supervision of de
partment staff.
."We are looking for someone
who can provide leadership to the
department and can effectively
communicate with AMS," said
Morris.
According to Morris, about 60
resumes have come in from the
search postings.
Wells has been very active in
the participant process and feels
the search is "much closer to bring
ing some people on campus."
Morris said, "I'd like to have a
person on board this summer. Re
alistically, we' 11 have someone in
Jul ."

MAV28

DRIVING UNDER THE
INFLUENCE/DRUG
PARAPHERNALIA

May 17: A Fairborn resident reported
a damaged vehicle located on Village
Drive total worth $700.

May 16: A Wilmington resident was
taken into custody for driving under
the influence and cited for drug para
phernalia.

• Wright Outdoors Etc., meeting, 7
p.m., Student Organizations offices.
For more information contact 7755519.

UNDERAGE CONSUMP
TION OR POSSESSION

• African American Resident Caucus
meeting, 7:30 p.m., Hamilton Hall
Lobby.

May 20: A Fairborn resident reported
a vehicle break-in at Russ Parking Lot
total worth $460 in losses.
May 21 : A Vandalia resident reported
a theft totaling $900 in losses from a
vehicle parked in Russ Engineering
lot#17.
May 22: A Xenia resident reported a
theft of a book bag worth $30 from a
vehicle parked in Parking Lot #11 Mil
lett Hall.
May 22: A Fairborn resident reported
a theft complaint creating $11 in losses
which took place at College Park Apart
ments.

May 23: Two Hamilton Hall residents
were cited for underage consump- ·
tion/possession in front of Oelman Hall.

CRIMINAL DAMAGING
May 21: A Fairborn resident reported
a criminal damaging complaint.

ASSAULT
May 23: A Vandalia resident reported
an aggravated menacing complaint
occurring in the Nutter Center.
May 23: Two Huber Heights residents
were cited for assault at the Nutter
Center's men's restroom.

May 23: A Huber Heights resident
was arrested for assault at the Nutter
Center.
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for reservations call 775-2155.

• "Primetime," sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ, 7:30 p.m., 116
Health Sciences.
• Newman Catholic Student Fellow
ship meeting, 8 p.m., Campus Minis
try.
• Student-Jazz Recital, 8 p.m., Con
cert Hall.

MAV29 ·
• Creating the Optimum Leaming and
Teaching Classroom Environment,
10:30 a.m. to noon, 054 Rike Hall.
• Phi Kappa Phi Scholarship Recog
nition Conference, 9 a.m., Studnet
• Union Multipurpose Room. For more
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info call 775-4553.

• Bible Study, sponsored by the Bap- .
• Thursday Night Thing, sponsored by
tist ~tudent Union, noon, 034 Millett.
the Baptist Student Union, 7p.m., Campus Ministry.
• Noon prayer, sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ, 072 Rike Hall.
• Gold Plus Concert Series: Chamber
Orchestra and Orchestra Chorus, 8 p.m.,
• Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC)
Concert Hall. Tickets: $8. Facuity, staff,
Ill Luncheon: Merging General Edu
students and seniors $4. Call 775-5544.
cation and WAC Goals, noon-1p.m.,

May 17: A Fairborn resident reported
a damaged vehicle and a stolen CD
player, total worth $460.

May 17: Two Byesville residents re
ported damage to a vehicle parked in
Springwood Lane Lower Parking Lot
and the theft of the stereo and two
CDs worth $380.
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• Gold Plus Concert Series: Univer
sity Wind Symphony, Concert Band
and Concert Winds, 8 p.m., Concert
Hall. For ticket info call 775-5544.

JUNE 1
• Catholic Mass, 11 p.m. and 6:30
p.m., Campus Ministry Center.
• Protestant Worship, 8 p.m., Campus
Ministry Center.

MAV30
• Bible Study, sponsored by the Baptist
Student Union, noon, 034 Millett.
• Noon prayer, sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ, 072 Rike Hall.

JUNE2
• Bible Study, sponsored by Baptist
Student Union, noon, 034 Millett.
• Noon prayer, sponsored by Campus
Crusa~e for Christ, 072 Rike Hall.

• Multimedia with Astound (PC), spon
sored by the Center for Teaching and
Leaming, 1O a.m. to noon, 054 Rike
Hall.

• Bible Study, sponsored by Lutheran
Student Fellowship, 8 p.m., Campus
Ministry.

• Bible Studies, sponsored by Campus
Bible Fellowship, noon - 1 p.m. and 1 2 p.m., 364 Allyn Hall.

• Forest Lane Community Council
meeting, 8 p.m., Forest Lane Com
munity Center.

• Multimedia with Astound (MAC), spon
sored by the Center for Teaching and
Leaming, 2 - 4 p.m., 054 Rike Hall.
• WSU Women's Advancement, spon
sored by the Women's Center, 4 p.m.,
Rockafield House.
• SG meeting, 5 p.m., E157A Student
Union.
• Movie Night, Campus Ministry Center.
7p.m.

JUNE3
• Alternative Lunch, sponsored by the
Campus Ministry, 11 a.m., - 1 p.m.,
Campus Ministry
• Bible Study, sponsored by Campus
Bible Fellowship, 7 p.m., 146 Russ.

JUNE4
• Hillel Meeting (Jewish Organiza
tion), 6 p.m., 169C Student •
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2-term SG president ready to gr~duate

rl

is the sec;nd of a 3-part series

the increase was less than at other state
universities. This endeavor saved students
more than $185,000.
Pinkerton said Joanne Risacher, former
By KAVITA S. HATWALKAR
acting vice president of student affairs, had
News Editor
a profound effect on him.
"She actually seemed to see students as
Former Student Government President more than a source of revenue which is rare
twice-over Toby Pinkerton will graduate in for most administrators," he said.
June after six years of attending Wright
Pinkerton said his years at WSU have
State University.
been wonderful and that a
Pinkerton has contrib
lot of learning has taken
uted many hours of service Cl.ass of
place.
and leadership to WSU.
"I learned far more from
He has served Student
being involved in things that
Government in several ca- '---------.am~-____ , I would learned from just
pacities. He was Vice President of SG under classes," he said.
President David Kirkhart during the 1993One of the things Pinkerton likes most
94 year. He was then elected to the position about Wright State is the fact that the aver
ofSG Presidentfortwoyearsconsecutiv ely. age age of students is 26.
This year he has been the Director of
"The student body here is unlike many
Student Services.
others. It is more than just 18 year-olds out of
Pinkerton has been involved in many high school with similar backgrounds. It is
committees throughout his SG career.
really expansive. I have enjoyed and
Pinkerton has also been Vice President benefitted from it greatly."
of Lambda Union, president of Habitat for
The advice Pinkerton has for students
Humanity, a representative for Residential entering WSU is that "if you really want to
Community Association and Treasurer of get an education get involved with organizathe Paintball club.
tions on campus and more than your classes."
According to Pinkerton his biggest acPinkerton said he'll miss the 16,000
complishment at Wright State was organiz- people his own age who are in the same boat
ing students against the tuition increase last as he is.
spring. His efforts postponed a tuition inPinkerton said after he leaves he would
crease in the summer of 1996 and made it so like to be known as a student who "really

"
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Nothing like Rat Pizza...

photo by Mark Mowrey

Stv• _ ~t Government Director of Internal Affairs Francis
Chow won the Rathskellar's pizza eating contest May 21.
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photo by Mark Mowrey

Former Student Government President Toby Pinkerton is ready to checkmate
himself down the aisle at the Nutter Center for commencement.
pissed off people in power."
He also quoted Cyrano de Bergerac in
saying, "A man should not be measured by
the number of his friends, but by the power
of his enemies."
Over the summerPinkerton will be work
ing at his painting company Pinkerton and
Associates in Cincinnati.
In the fall he will be in Nicaragua for a

Trustees
award
scholarship
Wright State University has
named Katie Leigh Marriott the
1996-97 University Trustees'
Scholar.
Marriott graduated with a 4.49
GPA from Greenville High School
as salutatorian of the class of 1996.
Several requirements must be
met in order to receive the scholar
ship. A student must reign in the top
fivepercentofone'sgraduatingclass,
have a minimum GPA of 3.4, score
at the 90th percentile on either the
SAT or ACT and participate in ex
tracurricularactivities in high school.
Marriott was involved in many
activities while in high school in
cluding National Honor Society,
Student Council and various other
clubs.
Her academic accomplishments
in high school were being on the
highest honor roll, National English
Merit Award and French student of
the year.
Marriott is a first-year student in
the pre-nursing program and was
one of 265 applicants
the schpl- .
arship.
The full scholarship includes tu
ition, room, board·and books.

for

couple of months helping build a church and
working with the Sandanistas.
After that he would like to start a com
mune in the West with some of his friends.
Pinkerton's parting words were "If they
build an $800, 000 dollar fence on Col.
Glenn I will come back from my commune,
throw a hissy fit and organize people to tee\(
it down."

½t=:f~:,~,:i:~:~:s:::i5~r~12
·stude11tshave always-been al~

ing in the same community
rowed to; vote but this year (Ham1lton Hall)... •
J3.SU actiyelyJried'to .gelt,hem
Theoffic~fs sharethe sar_ne
·to the pon.
goars in the fact that they want
*'lsawquiteafewnon-black .to bring more attendance at
srudents votingt Smith said.· general Black Student Union
· · Dukes and Stevenson won meetings and promote BSU
with .'189 votes compared to more,,said Dukes.
Smith and Johnson's 166.
Evwaraye and his team..
Derek R.., Richardson beat ' · mates hope to create a more
· Jamisfl~Munfln ► :-F~tpl74. ir) ' µser,,.friendly campus by unit~
<the r,l:loeJpr secretary. . •,•, . jng the studenrs to make the
:, onon9de "Ono" eywaraye, .·· ,_ peopt~feel more comfortable.
iheonlyuppercfas~man to¥'tt),
"There were a lot of things
):gefeatedChristopherPerkips . that weren't done for me as a
~ 21 Gvotes 134 tot'treasurer\ •freshman. I'm going to address
} . Evwaraye said 1tdidn t mat• those problems and make next
ter.whowon because·au those year's freshmen more a part
:running for ., positions wm be of BSU," said Dukes on his
· involved in BSU nextyear.
future plans for BSU.
Perkins felt his defeat early
Richardson saidt "The only
in the count and said1 ~It's all way to get anything done is to
. abouttrying. I have four more be directly involved in it.'t
·years to try again.It
According to Smith, "They
·:-.;: :.: :,. Dukes, S\evenson and are all well-intentioned. They
Richardsonarecurrentfyfresh• have the ability to be good
·rnerrand wm be sophomores leaders, but they're not in
next ye~ during their term.
formed or experienced enough
••ouq:itanistoelevateBSU to do the job properly."
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Lead •singer of local ba11d dies in car accident
By MARK KNAPKE
Staff Writer
Brainiac band member Tim
Taylor, 29, died in a car collision

May 23 in Dayton.
Taylor, lead singer and moog
player for the Dayton-based band,
hit a telephone pole with his car on
North Main St. and the vehicle

exploded, according to news re
ports.
Braniac, which also consisted
of guitarist John Schmersal, bass
ist Juan Monasterio and drummer
Tyler Trent, was set to sign a re
cording contract with Interscope
Records this week.
Their recordings include the
1994 Bonsai Superstar on Grass
Records and the 1996 Hissing
Prigs in Static Couture on Touch
and Go Records
Luther Ellison, a friend of the
band who was supposed to do some
-re.r;nixes of recent Braniac songs,
said ofthe accident, "It was tragic.
They were set to sign to a larger
label and they would have been
huge. It's a loss to music."
Editor of Wright State's liter
ary magazine Nexus Mark Owens
and acquaintance of Taylor said,
"They are a very creative band.
They're something you don't see
very often in the muiic world,
Lead singer of local band Brainiac
Tim Taylor (top) died last week
after a car accide(lt in Dayton.

especially around here."
In a recent interview with the
band in Moo Magazine Taylor said
of his band and the Dayton music
scene, "We're totally glad to have
grown up in this environ-

ment... when you' re starti.ut
and you're from nowhere je,
and you want to get somebody to
notice you, then you have to be
shockingly different if you want
to get out of your town."
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Free and Open to People With or Without
Disabilities! "Does Hollywood fairly depict
people with Disabilities?"
Discussion af_terwards

·· ..W169 -.S tudent Union :· .
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AttentiOn Wright State Students!
Burke, Inc., one of the nation's leading research firms is new to Dayton, and we are
offering some of the best part-time opportunities in town!

-INTERVIEWERS
needed to gather the opinions of consumers across the county via computer aided
telephone interviews in our new Fairborn office. No selling involved. Excellent way to
hone computer skills and brush-up on professional communication abilities. Casual and
creative working environment. Many benefits include: .
◊

Earn up to $8.25/hr.
◊ Bonus Pay
◊ Tuition Reimburs ement
◊ Vacation Pay
◊ Excellent Resume Builder
◊ Medical/Dental Benefits
◊ Create Your Own Schedule (13.5-32 hrs/wk)
Please contact Connie in our Human Resources Department, to schedule an interview, or for
additional infonnation. Positions are filling quickly! An EOE.

(937) 431-4110
(800) 525-5213
(513) 576-5777 Fax
hrmtc@burke.com E-mail
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WSU student ties virtual reality and education
By EMILY ACOSTA
F
he Guardian
Wright State University mar
keting student Olivia Freeman was
chosen by the College of Business
to represent WSU at a national
conference where she will present
a lecture on virtual reality in edu
cation.
Freeman's dream is to transfer
technology which has mostly been
used in the airline industry, mili
tary and gaming into education and
business. The technology is Vir
tual Reality.
According to Freeman, she is
the resident expert in VR. She has

coming together. Freeman said vo
cational education is the largest
growing group ofeducators today.
"Students are frustrated with
being bogged down learning data
that doesn't help them in the work
place. VR teaches vocabulary, se
quences, consequences and any
thing that is taught by drill and
practice," said Freeman.
Freeman said the only problem
with the new paradigm in educa
tion is that educators are fearful of
losing their jobs. Freeman sees
more teachers moving out of

been in education since 1976 and ofPublic and Home Based Ins true- time she began her research. She
researched who built the system
involved in VR since 1979. Atthat tional Materials."
time VR technology was too ex"The audience at the confer- and who did the programming and
pensive to enter mainstream, but ence will mostly consist of multi- hardware.
now the cost h a s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
"In today's society
can provide an affordable way we don't have time for
come into the realm
trial and error in the real
of possibilities.
world. VR will be used
The College of
for all those students to learn

'VR

Business _at ~rig~t what they need to know. II
in business because
State University 1s
O. .
people learn faster.
sponsoring Freeman
hvia Freeman People are shown, told
to go to the Society
and modeled with what
for Applied Leaming Technology national businesses looking for an they need to learn. They can be
(SALT)Conferencein Virginia this alternative to chalk and talk. This pre-tested, post-tested and
August.
is the alternative," said Freeman.
remediated immediately if necesShe 'will be presenting a leeWhile Freeman was in Saudi sary ," said Freeman.
ture in which she will discuss "Vir- Arabia she saw Virtual Reality
According to Freeman the edu
tual Reality in Education: Delivery being used in tank training. At that cators and business will slowly be

11

11

See VR
continued on p. 8

COMLEY COMPUTER
OUTLET

Opening soon in
Springfield!
Tues-Fri 2-7 p.m.

What are YOUR needs?
:t
·

www .erinet.com/comlet

Work Experience with Potential?
. · ·." · _:
Strategic Hours to Balance Academic DemandsJ
Professional Working Environment for Development? . .
·
Excellent
Benefits?
·
·~-: ,.
.
.
.

601 W. Leffel Ln. #L

(937)525-9897
I-70 Exit 34 North, Left at
signal, 1/2 mile.

We currently have select part-time customer service representative opportunities available in our Dayton offices. These positions
offer a 3 to 5 day work week consistin_g of time commitments ranging from 18-25 hours per week. These are regular part-time positions, not
seasonal employment.
·
In addition to wages, we offer:

~---

Tuition Reimbursement
Quarterly Incentive Program
· Vacation and Holiday Pay-
life Insurance
Medical ·and Dental Options
Fn:c Checking Account
Opportunity to Participate in
Our 40l(k)-·
Sa~ings and Investment Pl~

;.••

\\~~

\?_::::-·
.._, ____

.

Simulation Tcchrwlogics. Inc.
PART-TIME TECHNICAL
POSITIONS for students seeking work
experience and training in technical fields. We
offer flexible hours, competitive salaries, and
potential for full-time employment. Must be
currently seeking a degree in one of the
following areas:
♦ Visual Arts/Graphics
♦ CS/CE or related field. CJC++ preferred.
♦ Scientific related field. Programming
experience preferred.
♦ Experience with Intranet/Internet, HTML
Web Page development a plus .

-

:"

Salary is commensurate with experience. U.S.
Citizenship required. STI is an equal
opportunity employer. Please respond with
cover letter and resume to:
STI
Mid-City Station
P.O. Box 3
Dayton, Ohio 45402
or
Via e-mail address:
human.resources@slmtec.com

Qualifications for this position would include a good math aptitude with prior cash handling experience, obtained in either a retail
or fast food establishment. The successful candidate will also have a sincere intGrest in providing superior customer service. Six months
ptior cash handling experience and six months customer service experience required.
To further investigate opportunities with National City Bank of Dayton, please visit our Human Resource Depar~ment located in
the lower level of our main office at 6 N. Main St., Dayton, OH.
lln ~,d rJppO'li.utihf tmpl'o/A'
Please mention this ad at the time of our visit.

Please complete these few lin~s, and drop off or mail in to any branch location:
Name:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,.__ _ _ _ _ Phone:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address:
Cit .
State:
Zi :

CONFUSED?
PREGNANT?
FEELING PRESSlJRED?
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& STYLE
FOR WOMEN
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R
A Full Service Hair and Body Salon
Hair • Skin • Makeup • Nalls • Massage
Highly Professional Well Trained Staff
With An Artistic Approac~
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BSU should be commended for elections
Last week Wright State's Black Student
Union held their annual officer elections,
and unlike most WSU elections, including
past BSU elections, stu
dents voted.
Nearly 300 students
went to the polls last
week to vote for the lead
ers of the organization
which represents Afri
=.::.::.::.-=.-=.~-:..-:..-~ can-American WSU students.
By
Earlier this year
Anthony
barely 600 students went
Shoemaker
to the polls to vote for the leaders of the
entire student body.
There are many ways to compare this
year's successful BSU elections and this
year's lackluster Student Government race.
First of all, to vote in SG elections stu
dents.r;y;ere ,;J~Y1rn4 to, show their W$JJ
identification catd''a ndtheir validation card.
"Vali9!1.t,i,o n 5ards dtti;~d a lot of people
n9(~0 v6f~1.i:¥:l~pid'SG President-Elect Rich

qafr~th.: -<;::t}\:'

. B SU did riot make that mistake.

BSU got a printout ofregistered students
from the University Registrar and required
students to only have an ID card.
"If they were registered to go to Wright
State all they had to do was show their
identification card and we crossed their name
off of the list," said Princess Gaitawe, a
member of the BSU Elections Advisory
Committee.
BSU had only one polling place, which
was in the Student Union. Two polling places
were set up for SG elections.
Current BSU President Fernando
Alexander Smith believes if BSU had two
polling places they would have surpassed
the turnout in the recent SG election.
Also this year BSU and the individual
candidates actively tried to get non-black
students to vote. According to Smith, it
worked.
. , ' .:I saw.qu,it~ a few non-black students
voting~ •i' ·Sn:iith'• said.
Smith also said this
election was better than
past races. "In previ
ous years we've

been lucky to get 50 to 100 people to vote.
BSU held a meet the candidates night for
students to hear the messages of all of the
candidates. According to Gaitawe, more than
100 people attended the event.
Oh, by the way, I forgot to mention that
BSU elections only lasted two days, SG had
three days for students to vote.
BSU represents 8 percent of the WSU
community. SG represents 100 percent of
the WSU community, yet they only doubled
BSU's turnout when it should have been at
least 10 times higher.
BSU did an excellent job of attracting
non-black students, freshmen and many stu
dents not directly involved in their organiza
tion to the polls. With the debate earlier this
year and good leadership throughout the
year, this end-of-the-year election brought a
successful close to BSU's year.
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The Guardian is printed weekly during the
regular school year. It is published by students of
Wright State University in Dayton, Ohio. Editori
als without bylines reflect the majority opinion of
the editorial board. Views expressed in columns,
cartoons and advertisements are those of the writ
ers, artists and advertisers.
The Guardian reserves the right to censor or
reject advertising copy in accordance with any
present or fu~ advertising accertance rules es
tablished by The Guardian. Al contents con
tained herein are the exP.ress property of The
Guardian. Copyright privtleges revert to the writ
ers, artists, and photographers of specific works
after publication. The Guardian reserves the right
to reprint works in future issues.
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Letters to the Editor •
•The Guardian encourages letters to
the editor and commentary pieces
from students,faculty, administrators
andstaff
•Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing (if
applicable)
•Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on
the Friday preceeding the next issue
•Letters should be kept to 300 words or
fewer
•All letters are subject to editing for
space and content
•Letters which duplicate others may be
omitted
•When responding to another letter,
refer to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed will
not be used

What do you think WSU shou ld do with the extra $108 it is asking students to pay for tuition?

"It needs to offer more classes to students
and more activities for all students."

"I don't like the idea of paying more money,
but if it makes more activities available at
Wright State I guess it's okay."

"I hope with the extra money they'll provide
better parking services for those who com
mute to campus."

"They should develop parking more. They
should also get more full-time teachers."

"Build more room for computers. Every
time I go to type a paper the labs are full.
They should also pave the grave.l lot."

"Something other than replacing the land
scaping every year. It seems excessi· •, rip
0re
ou. bushes and replace them wit
bushes."

Guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising- 775-5537
Fax:775-5535
News: 775-5538
Editor in Chief - 775-5540
Sports / Features- 775-5536
PRJNlF.I)
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The Lost ·World grosses $100
million in 5 days
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AWE pa·ssed on a great.opportunity
After reading along in silence
to the warblings of AWE represen
tative Dawn Tindall; it has come
time to bring th~ matter to a clear
ing and move on to intelligible
discussion. In the May 7 edition of
The Guardian, AWE voiced dis
approval of the running of "Total
X-Posure" ads in the newspaper.
Based upon their "strong"
urgance to critjque the newspaper,
I felt the authors would jump at the
chance to alliterate their stance on
my weekly show which seeks to
cover student related issues.
After numerous phone calls to
Ms.Tindall she finally took time
out from her letter writing to call
me back. Tindall tentatively sched
uled to have a representative of
AWE appear.
However, as the days passed
leading up to the program, so di~
AWE's "passionate" will to ex
pose the perpetuation of the degra
dation of women. When I asked
why they decided to pass on the
opportunity to speak out further I

was told that The Guardian and
Total Xposure would be too many
for them to handle. It did not con
cern Ms. Tindall about even teams
during her debate against the Col
lege Republicans- with BSU and
Lambda Union representatives to
bolster her: My goal for the show
was not to pit AWE against two
other representatives. The fact is
The Guardian speakers, Anthony
Shoemaker (current editor in chief)
and Alexis Larsen (EiC elect), opin
ions were different than those of
the Total Xposure speaker.
Rather than intelligently dis
cussing on live radio what one let
ter could never completely cap
ture, AWE chose to back down,
giving only a written statement.
Apparently Ms. Tindall wanted
only to publicize her organization
rather than back up their pre-cho
sen words. If a timid little letter is
the best testimony that can be ac
complished on the issue than it
figures the authors were not so
passionate in their mission to speak

out upon the degradation ofwomen
in the media.
AWE's decision to not partici
pate in the discussion lost them a
great deal of credibility as a voice
for women I've spoken to. It is
relieving to witness a break in the
apathetic atmosphere, but what
good are weak letters without the
real people to back them? So to see
yet another whimpering letter from
Ms. Tindall (5/21) that repeats ev
erything that was said two weeks
earlier is laughable. It's time to put
up or shut up; whining one dimen
sionally won't solve anything. If
The Guardian is promoting an
atrocity, why sit back when given
the chance to speak your minds?
AWE and Dawn Tindall have used
strong prepared language in letters
sent to WWSU and The Guardian
stating their perspective as radical.
I and many others ~nd it radically
weak to bail on the chance to com
municate using a more personal
medium with the students. If it's
not worth the debate, then it's a

-:a.~g.eif(~ingf.or ~tud~ntorgani~w. '·.year, lets keep the ball rolling and
tfons1.: sµ9h ~ ~SU<,and Lambda · see what the student organizations

mute point.
The various sides of this issue
have utilized quotes to emphasize
their points. I have but one from
Voltaire that is too good to pass up
"I disapprove of what you say, but

I will defend your right to the death
to say it." Either follow through or
don't start.

Jim Ingram
General Manager

WWSU 106.9 FM

WSU students don't address the real issues
A friend commented, "When I
was at Toledo University, I thought
college was a place that would pre
pare me for life.
But I realize
Wright State
campus life is
filled with the
trivial and apa
thetic- n es s."
That's not the
exactquote, but
has summed
our conversation.
After having that conversation,

I've only one question for my faith
ful readers: Don't you people have
anything better to do?
There are so many more won
derful issues at Wright State that
you can bring out into the open.
Why focus attention on (and
you're making me write this, con
tributing to the nonsensical) the sex
ism presented in a ad?
Now that Love Brothel has run
an ad, there' 11 be a slew of men
running out ofclosets to complain
just as the women did concerning
Total Xposure's ad. Trust me

women, those men are out there. I'm
one of many who thought that ad
vertisement was disgusting.
But I digress, because I refuse to
contribute any more than I have to
regarding this issue.
I've much more important mat
ters to present here.
Such as: You whiners have made
"mountains out of mole hills" (ref
erence from old Three's Company
episode concerning Janet's breast
size).
Idle reader, the soon to come
tuition hike. Or tum your attention

to the lacking supplies in the art
department.
How about the quality ofeduca
tion we're receiving versus the fi
nancing that goes into unnecessary
structural face lifts? You could even
bring out the horrid parking situa
tion every student and faculty is
faced with.
All of these issues need atten
tion. Please ignore the trivial, albeit
sexist, advertisement found in this
prestigious publication. Or, maybe
you should hit upon the cause of the
symptom?

The real reason Total Xposure
has decided to advertise in The
Guardian is the fact that humans are
sexual animals. Some of us are just
more sexually depraved than others,
or hold sexually askew morals. This,
of course, creates an audience for
Total Xposure and other businesses
such as them.
And perhaps, that's the real is
sue that needs to be addressed. Not
the sexual objectification of women
or men. Think about what's really
going on instead. Attack the disease,
not merely the symptom.
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"The technology gives people
memories and points of
synthetic
5
p.
continued from
reference. With VR students can
academia and into the work place. take a subject as far as they want to
"In North Dakota there is a city go, they can learn critical think
where the students are spread out ing," said Freeman
Freeman said she sees big com
and it is hard for all of them to get
to one place, VR can provide an panies using VR on-line employ
affordable way for all those stu ees in five years and on executive
dents to learn what they need to employees in ten years.
"After that it will be ingrained
know," said Freeman.
According to Freeman, instead into education. In 50 years it's how
where you will learn everything," she said.
Four graduating medical stu of building expensive labs
ex
She said, "Education and busi
dangerous
do
can't
students
dents will be the first recipients of
vir
have
will slowly be coming to
can
ness
students
,
periments
the E.W. Kettering Family Schol
perform
Business will see to it that
could
gether.
they
where
labs
tual
arship for geriatric medicine.
.
were
to education."
they
which
comes
in
VR
nt
experime
any
Francine · Oelrich, Miguel
said the technology
Freeman
.
interested
,Parilo, Dana Caylor and Jennifer
d to mainstream
limita
transferre
be
eliminate
must
to
seems
VR
Byrd will be the first to receive the
business to
from
move
teaching
will
one
it
to
and
one
make
and
tions
$25,000 scholarships designed to
.
education
.
affordable
encourage WSU medical students
to pursue careers in primary care
medicine with an emphasis in geri
atric medicine here in the Miami
EVERYONE LOOKS FORWARD TO
Valley.
After completin g their resi
dency training, the Kettering schol
arship recipients made a two-year
commitment to practice medicine
in the Dayton area.
Oelrich and Parilo are entering
into internal medicine residencies
while Caylor and Byrd will enter
·the field of family medicine after
·their June 6 commencement.
Wright State University was
2799 Centre Dr.
endowed with the $1 million schol
arship in 1996 by Virginia Kettering
Beavercreek, OH 45224
and the Kettering Family Fund.
429-00 19
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Movies Hit
By ANTHONY SHOEMAKER
Film Critic
Summer hasn't even started and I've al
ready got the summer blahs.
lbis summer's film offerings aren't very
exciting. There are a lot of big-budget pro
ductions coming out of money-hungry studios
but nothing of any substance seems to be on
the horizon. However, with higher ticket prices
and big sequals like The Lost World: Jurassic
Park, Batman and Robin and Speed 2: Cruise
Control, this summer could break previous
box office records. The big-budget boat flick
Titanic is not on tl)e list because it is unlikely
Paramount will have it ready for a summer
release. However, it should be a big hit for
the holiday season.
Here are my predictions for the 10 movie
that will dominate theaters this summer.

1. The Lost World: Jurassic Park
It grossed $100 million in five days, that
alone makes it the prime choice to rule the
summer box office. It should dominate until
at least mid-June. However, word of mouth
about this sequal to the highest-grossing movie
worldwide hasn't been very good. The Lost
World may have started off better than Ju
rassic Park, but it will fizzle quicker.
Yes, it should make $300 million;
with ticket prices ranging from $79 in most major theaters it would
be a disappointment if it didn't.

2. Batman and Robin
It looks campy. But,
Batman and summer go
together like peas and
carrots. All three of
the previous out
ings of the Caped
Crusader ruled the
summer.

Tilis year it will have to settle for second place
but earnings should be good. Why? One
word...Ahhnold. Schwarzenegger has noth
.ng else coming out this summer and he is a
guaranteed box office draw. Tilis time around
George
Chrey
is the
man
behind
the bat.
This
w i 11
def i
ni tely
be a
make it

o

1997 continues, we will be blessed this Fourth
of July to have Will Smith in another alien
flick. Tilis time the Fresh Prince teams up with
Tommy Lee Jones as a team of anti-alien
agents fighting to keep the world safe from
maniac E.T.s. Directed by Barry Sonnenfeld
(The Addams Family, Get Shorty) has made
what is said to
be a sci-fl/ac
tion/comedy.
Well, don't get
gold
the
statuete ready
just yet. How
ever, ticket
sales should be
out of this
world.

4. Con Air

r

break it film for him. His previous film out
ings From Dusk Till Dawn and One Fine Day
were box office bombs. Just two years ago
Batman Forever managed to gross more than
$180 million. Tilis fourth installment should
cross the $200 million mark. However, judg
ing from the looks of the trailers it would be
Batman's greatest work.

3. Men in Black
Okay, does anyone notice a
trend yet? As the bang-em
up, chew-em-up
summer of

It will be plot-thin but action-packed and
with a great cast it should be a hit like last
year's The Rock. Nicolas Cage, John Cusack,
John Malkovich, Ying Rhames and Steve
Buscemi star in this macho flick about a dozen
convicts who take over a plane transporting
them. Coming from producer Jerry
Bruckheimer it should be what we expect from
a quality summer film ... a lot of big stars, a
lot of blasts, a lot of dead people and a lot
of money.

5. Hercules
Every year something from
Disney places in the top
5 of the summer.
'fhis year they
present their 35th
animated feature
on· the classic Ro-

SUMMER/12

This summer will see
Tommy Lee Jones and
Will Smith starring as
cops in Men in Black
(top, 3). Jodie Foster
(left, 6) makes Contact.
Page Design by
Alexis Larsen.

By SARA GWIRTZ
Staff Writer
A quick sniff of a familiar
scent can bring back a lot of
memories for many people. Ac
cording to Brad Klontz of the
Eositive Choices Stress Clinic,
the olfactory, or smelling, sys
te is connected to the limbic
syst which controls the ma
jor systems of the body, which
Js why smells trigger memories.
Klontz, a doctorate student
in clinical psychology at WSU
School of Professional Psychol
ogy, assists with the Wednesday
evening Positive Choices Stress
Clinic where participants learn
a variety of techniques for re
ducing· and managing stress. In
cluded in these techniques is the
ancient art of aromatherapy.
In Carole McGilvery and
Jimi Reed's The Essential
Aromatherapy Book, the origins
of aromatherapy are traced back
to the ancient Egyptians. Based
on heiroglyphics and paintings,
it is believed that aromatic
preparations were used as offer
ings t gods and preserving
corpses for their journey into the
next world.
In a presentation Klontz
gaYe;he said that aromatherapy
is based on the use of natural
plant oils and extracts for vari
ous purposes such as relaxation,
stimulating, healing, and cleans
ing o a person's mind and body.
"At the stress clinic we use
aromatherapy to facilitate
people to develop a relaxation
response in association with cer
tain smells. Basically, you are
initiating a variety of emotions
through smells," said Klontz.
The basis for traditional
aromatherapy are essential oils
according to The Essential
Aromatherapy Book. Each dif
ferent oil has a scent that is spe
cific only to that oil. It is for this
reason that aromatherapy oils
can be mixed with each other to
create an infinite amount of
scents.
The base oil most often used
is sweet almond oil. This is used
so often because it is neutral and
non-allergenic. Base oils•are
generally extracted from nuts
and seeds and are used to dilute
other essential. oils which are
highly concentrated.
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Women with heart .remembered

By CHRISSIE DiSALVO
Staff Writer

On June 5- 7 WSU has the op
portunity to learn about a very im
portant but often misunderstood part
of history. The play A Piece of My
Heart will be performed in the Cre
ative Arts Center to commemorate
the service of all the women who
participated in the Vietnam War.
The play is based on a book writ
ten by Keith Walker, also called A
Piece of My Heart. He wrote his
book after interviewing 26 women
who served in the Vietnam war.
Both the book and the play show the
war from a woman's point of view.
The play was first performed in
Nov_ember 1993, the same week that
the women•~ memorial was dedi
cated in Washington D.C. as a way
to further honor those women.
About 30,000 women total served
in the Vietnam war.
. Mary Donahoe, an assistant pro
fessor ofacting and movement, first
saw the play performed in L.A. and
got the opportunity to meet the au
thor afterwards. "I was deeply
moved," Donahoe said.
The play is the story of six dif
ferent women who served in the
Vietnam war. The six women in
clude two army nurses, an enlisted
army officer, a Red Cross Volunteer
and an entertainer. The play also
incorporates two male actors who
play all other roles stretching from
fathers who lost sons in the war to
the actual wounded and dying sol
diers.
It was common practice forthese
women not to tell anyone that they
had served. There are stories about
women being m~ed for 20 years
and their husbands never knew that
they had served in the war.
The reason for the women's si
lence was because they were looked
down on. According to Donahoe,
"For these women, serving was
more of a crime than a heroic en
deavor. However, the healing began
in 1982 with The Wall being built
and dedicated in Washington to all
the soldiers who served in the war."
Memorials like this are very im
portant because people tend to for
get. "A lot of people don't even
know that women served in the Viet
nam war," said Donahoe.
The women who served were of
ten very young and unprepared.
Although many were trained nurses,
they were forced into procedures
that only doctors were trained to
handle. According to Donahoe,
"Despite the fact that it was grim and
horrible, they were good at what
they did."
.
Also, these women faced a lot
of problems during the war. Not

only did they have to face the usual
horrors of war, but they also had to
face problems such as being raped by the same soldiers they were try
ing to help. Donahoe said, "These
women faced sexual traumas,
birthing dead and malformed babies,
cancer and death. War does terrible
things to good people."
Gina Giambrone, the actress
who plays Mary Jo the entertainer,
says, "This play is the reason I do
theater; this production is a reality.

It is an issue that people are still deal
ing with; it's very important and sig
nificant today."
Another actress, Jamie Stull,
who plays a navy nurse, calls this
production "an excellent show."
She says that what is so wonderful
abo!,lt the production is that "all the
voices blend into one. Studying
Vietn:tm has been such and eye
opener. This play shows the strength
ofthese women and how we all have
similarities to them."

Stull, Giambrone and Donahoe
all agree that despite the horrific
details of the war, this play is very
optimistic. "It gives voice to so
many unrecognized women and
gives a sense ofhope for women and
the whole community," says Stull.
The June 7 production at 3:00
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you going to get It all home?

Bring it to Pak Mail...we'II pack it, box it, seal it,
tape it, ship it, and get it there on time and in
one piece. And ...we'II save
R~II
C l:N I [ RS

,----------,
$1 OFF
1

NEED MOTORIST

~~i• .
rl41V",,.F4 .,

you all the hassle!

•

or

AMF r<ICA

ASSISTANCE?

We Ship Anything. Anywhere.

I_ University Shoppes

: UPS SHIPPING :
I
L

will be a benefit performance f .
Women's Studies Program at Wright
State. Also, Lucille Tangel, a
woman vet who was an enlisted
army nurse, will be present after the
performance.
Contact the box office at 7752500 for more information.

-------One Coupon Per Visit

.JI

2628A Col. Glenn Hwy.

(937) 431-0899

CAMPUS
SHUTTLE
INFORMATION?

• Earn Extra Money
• Great Work Experience
• Flexible Scheduling
• Competitive Wages and Fringe Benefits

CALL 775-5692
PARKING AND

Nursing students who have completed one quarter of clinicals may
qualify to work as a Home Health Aide.. We can also assist you with
becoming a State-Trained Nurse Aide .so you can be eligible to
work in Nursing Homes and Hospitals.

WORK IS AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT
MONTGOMERY AND GREENE COUNTIES.
Interested Applicants Call:

~~HEALTH
'[F[QJ{R?[r[E®

3077 Ketter~g Blvd., Suite 218
Dayton, OH 45439
(937) 643-2422
(800) 621-1488

TRANSPORTATION
ASSISTANCE HELPLINE!
SUMMER HELP LINE HOURS:
8 AM - 7 PM MON.- THURS.
8 AM - 3 PM ·FRIDAY
·10 AM - 10 PM SATURDAY

WEDNESDAY. MAY 28. 1997

Millions of dollars foun·d .in the Lost ."World
battle of man versus nature.
Aside from the $22 million in
three days difference between the
sequel and the original, this film also
deviated from the first in that it is
much darker and clearly aimed
towards an adult audience. In the
first Parktherewereafew dinosaurs
that were nice. However, in this film
eachspecies attacked the researchers
in one form or another for reasons as
simple as taking a photograph.
Another difference was one of
technology. The beasts seemedmore
real and the computer-based

TIIE LOST WORLD:
JURASSIC PARK
•

•

***

Steven Spielberg has proven
once again that dinosaurs are not
extinct, especially at the box office.
His film was expected to gross $100
million in a record five days.
The success ofPark is no surprise
due to its nonstop action and
suspense. Although the dinosaurs
in the sequel were more lifelike than
the original, most of the terror was
indirectly related to them. The best
example of this, and also most
dramatic scene, was when T-Rexes
were attempting to push the research
1

trailer off ofa cliff while the leading
characters were trapped inside.
Dinosaur expert Ian Malcolm
(JeffGoldblum) is lured to a different
dinosaur-infested island to "save"
his girlfriend (Julianne Moore).
Moore agrees to go and observe the
island, unbeknownst to Goldblum,
to try and protect its right to be there.
From there, the cast faces a bloody

CORRECTION
The self portrait in the May
21 issue was by 'Jake
Runge, not Paul Baker.

■

animations were not as obvious as
they were in the first.
Even though I thoroughly
enjoyed this movie, there were
aspects that even I had a hard time
accepting. For example, when the
T-Rex is being transported back to
the mainland the crew ends up eaten
alive, but the dinosaur mysteriously
remains in his holding cell.
The story ends in a manner that
leads me to believe there may be a
sequel, and after this film's earnings,
it seems that there is definitely
demand for one. (Jamie E. Allen)

A Summer Job
You'll Flip Over.

arp
S9>anttu
t!tbt
r-::-~-= -~-~~--- --------.. . . .
Every Friday & Saturday Open Until 4 a.m.

JULV CONCERT

ROBIN
TROWER
W/ERIC
JERRADI

Thursday
9 - Close Ladies' Night
No Cover
$.50 Drinks

$12 advance

6664 Brandt Pike
Huber Heights
(St. Rt. 201)

233-8171

Every·Tuesday
RETRO DISCO
with your D.J. : Grant Dixon

II
·Avoid Waiting in Line...
-

After Registering...
STEP 1:
STEP 2:
STEP 3:
STEP 4:
STEP 5:
STEP 6:
STEP 7:

Call Raider Express 775-4400
Enter Social Security Number
Enter Personal ID
Choose Option 6 .
Enter Term & Year
for Fall & next year enter 197#
Choose Permit Option
Confirm
LAST DAY FOR RAIDER EXPRESS

FOR FALL & NEXT YEAR 97-98 IS 8/15/97
For complete parking information, request for permit application, or ·
credit card purchase of permit after Raider Express deadline please call
Parking and Transportation at 775-5690 or stop by E 138 Student
Union.

II

THE lltllllllllllll

ORDER YOUR PERMIT
THROUGH RAIDER EXPRESS!

n
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SUMMER/FROM 9
man hero Hercules. James Woods,·
Tate Donovan, Rip Torn, Danny
DeVito, Bobcat Goldthwait and
Charlton Heston provide voices to
what ·may be the only tiue offering
this summer for ehildren. With the
lack ofcompetition in this arena and
a mass marketing campaign, Her
cules should top last year's Hunch
back and the previous summer
Disney release Pocahontas. How
ever, don't expect Lion King figures.
However, releasing it only five days
before Batman and Robin is a risky
manuver for the Magic Kingdom.

6. Contact
Well, looks like another alien
flick will terrorize us this summer.
However, this one is going for a
more intellectual crowd. Jodie Fos
ter stars as an astronomer who gets
a message from an alien and then
the whole thing gets rolling. Direc
tor Robert Zemeckis (Forrest
Gump) usually puts out quality
work. Since this film is coining out

..

July 11 after The Lost World has lost
its bite and Batman' and Robin have
returned to the Batcave it should
have little competition.

Close is the first female vice presi
dent and runs the rescue operation
the
on
grounq. Di
r e c t o r
Wolfgang
Peterson
proved with
his hit In the

7. Speed 2: Cruise Control
Sandra Bullock is no longer be
hind the wheel of an L.A. bus, now
she is on a cruise ship. And it just so
happens that a terrorist takeover oc Line of Fire
curs while she's on it. This poor girl that he can
the
just can't travel anywhere without make
having to be a hero. Jan DeBont, White House
director of Twister and the griginal and action
Speed has proven to be one of the mix well. It
best action directors in the biz. How should be a
ever, with this summer already over- · hit, and a late
whelming us with action films, and July release
Speed 2 being released just one date doesn't
week before Batman and Robin, it hurt.
will probably sink compared to the
9. Conspiracy Theory
success of its predecessor.
Mel Gibson and Julia
Roberts .. .it should work. However,
8. Air Force One
Harrison Ford is the president of this suspense thriller directed by Ri
the United States and the First Fam chard Donner, who worked with
ily has been hijacked by a Russian Gibson on the Lethal Weapon films,
terrorist (Gary Oldman). Glenn is being released the same day as Air

Need Buck s for Book s?
..don ate P-asma~

Force One. Either both films will
cancel each others success, since
they attract the
same audi
ence, or one
will dominate
the other. Any
how, with star
power like this
it should pull
at least $80
million. It cost
$31 million
alone to pay
the two stars.
10.CopLand
This is the
only summer
film right now
that I can say
I am looking forward to seeing. With
a cast including Sylvester Stallone,
Robert DeNiro, Harvey Keitel and
Ray Liotta you could call this Rocky
Meets Goodfellas. This $20 million
film released from Miramax should
be the studios biggest hit since

1994's Pulp Fiction. Also with in
dependent films earning more and
·i~
more at the box office this cop
should triple its costs. It also
·summer film most likely to attract a
more adult audience eager for bet
ter quality films.
Other movies that should be
good this summer include Face/Off
with John Travolta and Nicolas
Cage. My Best Friend's Wedding
starring Julia Roberts could be this
summer's sleeper hit.
All things considered this sum
mer doesn't offer much. No movie
here will live in infamy like previ
ous summer hits Forrest Gump, In. dependence Day, Jurassic Park or
even Robin Hood. This summer will
make a lot of money but it will be
quickly forgotten.

Julia Roberts and Mel Gibson
(left) star in Warner Bros.'
Conspiracy Theory, just one of
many movies competing for
summer dollars.

Stay Tun·ed.
• Torque check of
all fasteners
• Adjust & lube brakes

• Tension & true wheels

Earn up to $152.00 a month by donating lifesaving
plasma!
Visit our friendly, modern center and find out more
about the opportunity to earn cash while helping
others.
NEW Donors
Business
Accepted
Hours
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Fri.
a.m.-6:00 p.m.
9:00
·
7:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. ·.
Sat. & Sun.
a.m.-2:00 pm.
8:00
8:00 a.m.-4:00 pm.

tlcEN TEO ~r
B i o - S e r v i c e s , l"n c .

165 E. Helena St. ·
Dayton, OH 45404
(937) 224-1973

• Adjust all bearing areas:
hubs, headset, & bottom
bracket

• Air pressure check

•Adjust & lube derailleurs
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------------------------Nothing takes the pleasure out
of cycling like a bicycle that

doesn't work quite right.
• As you know, bicycles
require periodic attention
for maximum performance.

$1999

COMPLETE TUNE UP

So, what if the only thing you ever
tuned was a radio? No problem.

Saves10

You only need to remember
one thing: For expert repair
service on any make and model
of bike, there's only one source ...

BIKE SOU llCE
101 E. Alex-Bell Rd. #191
Cross Pointe Shopping Centre

'
" I

,.-.

291-3200

------------------------Coupon expires May 31, 1997
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SPORTS
Luyendyk Bombers• first season at Nutter sUccessful
■

wins
Indy 500

By JOHN C. DESELEM.
Staff Writer

problems drawing fans.
According to Cleves, atten
dance was lower than expected,
The Patrick J. Kelly Cup is the. with an average of 3183 fans per
trophy awarded annually to the game.
East Coast Hockey League ChamOne bright spot for the Bomb
pions.
ers during the 96This season it was garnered t 97 campaign
by the South Carolina Stingrays.
Head
The Dayton Bombers Hockey
team didn't win the Kelly Cup in Kumpel,
1997, but the Bombers did survive who picked
a test of fire: their initial season at up his 100th
the Nutter Center,
career win
Moving to the Nutter Center this season.
has been no piece of cake for the
''Coach.
hockey team.
The Bombers had established
a fan base at Hara Arena, but look back
ing at the "no lose" proposition of next .
fi!OVing to the Nutter Center en
ticed the~ to the Wright State
campus..
s a i d .
"The twenty mile move from "Bud and Arnie (Bombers
Hara Arena put the Bombers in the owners Bud Ginger and Arnold
position of an expansion team," Johnson) think the world of him."
commented Bombers Director of
Kumple's hard-nose style of
Public Relations Randy Cleves on coaching earned him an assistant
the fact that their fans were sud- coaching position under the NHL's
denly on the other side of town.
San Jose Sharks Roy Sommer for
· After their season high crowd the 1997 USA Hockey In-Line
of 6,250 on opening night the National Team.
Bombers seemed to experience
The team will compete in the

By JOHN C. DESELEM
Staff Writer
Arie Luyendyk won the 81 st
running of the Indianapolis 500 on
May 27.
This was the third day it was
scheduled to run.
The third time is the charm, if
one doesn't count fifteen caution
flags.
After a two-day rain delay,
"Race fans were ready to watch the
most important motor sport event
of the year," said Derek Daly. '"They
just had to go back to their jobs,
families and other responsibilities
at the end of the Memorial Day
holiday."
This was part of the reason that
an hour before race time Tuesday
morning the stands were so sparsely
populated with spectators; there
was no reason to bother counting.
The Indianapolis radio stations
were encouraging locals to come to
the track throughout the morning
with the "rumor" that tickets were
probably not required for admis
sion.
Thirty five of the new style Indy
cars lined up for the beginning of
the race Sunday. When they ended
the pace laps there were three fewer By DAVE SEAMAN
due to some of the drivers inability Sports Editor
to navigate the race course on the
parade laps, without hitting each
Here is the continuation of my in
other.
terview with men's basketball coach
Only one more car was out by Ed Schilling.
·
lap ten, due to an engine failure. The
Dave Seaman: What was your
race was stopped temporarily due
reaction to the players leaving?
to rain on lap 15.
Ed Schilling: Well I don't really
The competition resumed on lap
have
a problem with it Obviously I
16 Tuesday, and within ten laps
like
the
kids and I'm still very friendly
there were three more cautions and
when
I
see them, but they had differ
four fewer cars.
ent
goals
and there's nothing wrong
By lap sixty the race was run
with
that.
I don't think it was a per
ning smoothly with ten cars on the
sonal thing. John Sivesind said in the
lead lap.
Luyendyk, Tony Stewart, last paper that "I like him and he likes me,
year's winner Buddy Lazier, I just have some different goals and
Robbie Buhl, Scott Goodyear and .different ways I want to do things," and
JeffWard took turns leading the rest anytime that there is a great deal of
of the way.
change some people is going to latch
The crowd stood for the last fif on and other people are going to say "I
teen laps straining to see who would don't like that, I don't want the change,
cross the finish line first.
I want something else." I think John
Luyendyk took the lead on lap had thought about transferring several
194 and led five other times during
times and DeAndre said that he didn't
the race.
like playing basketball since 12th grade
It was Luyendyk's second Indy
and was playing for all the wrong rea
500win.
sons.
One thing our program is it is
He was a half ofa second ahead
too
demanding
physically. The guys
, ~ amate Goodyear as they
I'm
going
out
to
recruit
I'm asking first
c~ ed the finsh line.

International Ice Hockey Federa
tion (UHF) In-Line Hockey World
Championship July 17-25 in Ana
heim, CA.
Kumple achieved a winning
season although the Bombers
never enjoyed the
luxury . of a
"home ice ad
vantage."
After
most of
t h e
games at
t h e
Nutter,
the tea
w a s
r e quired
t

0

· packup all their
equipment and take it with
them as if they were playing on the
road.
This was due to the Nutter
Center scheduling basketball and
hockey games as well as concerts
in rapid succession.
The team was required to prac
tice at a facility in Kettering, elimi
nating the at ease feeling players

acquire from working out on the
same surface that they play their
home games ·on.
The "state of the art" $1.5 million ice surface at the Nutter Center drew frequent criticism from
some players of visiting teams.
They described the surface as
"slushy" at times, while indicat
ing other times there were ridges
on the surface when it was frozen
hard making skating on it difficult.
While there were some prob
lems, the team had a good season
on the ice as they ended with a
record of 36-26-8 (80 pts) and a
third place finish in the North Di
vision.
The team also had over ten
players reach higher leagues and
had a number of players honored
by the ECHL.
This list included popular play
ers such as- star goalie Derek
Herlofsky, John Emmons, Ryan
Gillis, Sal Manganaro and Steve
Roberts.
Finally, the team raised a total
of $20,450 for the Dayton Police
Athletic League and Tender Hearts
during their annual Christmas and
Valentines Day special jersey auctions.

Schilling part two: A positive future ahead

photo by Mark Mowrey

New Raider Head Coach Ed Schilling is extremely enthusiastic
about his first season as head coach.

"do you love the game, do love to play,
do you thrive on getting better, do you
have an intense desire to improve aca
demically?" If the answer to any of
those is no, the I don't want them be
cause they not going to last here. I was
fortunate to help tum two high school
programs around, because we felt that
we didn't have the most talent but we
got everything we could out of our

players. We're doing what it takes to
move up and to get the most out of our
potential. Some like it, some don't The
ones that like it are going to become
better, those that don't like it are better
off moving on because they're not go
ing to be happy and I won't be happy
with them.
DS: Is there a for-sure starter for

next season?

F..S: No, who knows what could
happen this summer? We could have
guys that just sell out, spend six hours
a day, totally dedicating themselves.
Plus I don't know how our freshman
are going to be. They might come in
and be super or they might come in
and find that they are scrubs at the col
lege level. We don't 19low. Obviously
Keion Brooks was a All-Conference
player last year and you'd think he's
going to be challenging if not in a start
ing role. I'm interested in putting the
best team on the ~oor that I possibly
can. I haven't seen them in a game
situation, in an offense, see them de
fend yet other than one-on-one drills,
so it's really hard for me to tell.
DS: Have you started to incorpo
rate offense and defense in the players
through the individual practices?
ES: I think the most important
thing is their conditioning. We want to
run every opportunity we can, we're
going to push the ball up the court. That
doesn't necessarily mean that were go
ing to shoot fast, but we want to put
pressure on the defense every time,
See "Schilling"
continued on pg. 16.
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NBA Conference Finals update
By ERIC LOESCHER

Staff Writer

and even he makes mistakes.
But all the Bulls have to do is
win one more game out of the next
three, which shouldn't be too much
trouble for the defending NBA
champions.
The Western Conference Finals
on the other hand doesn't appear
to be as easil redictable.

Jordan's Bulls, or make that the
Chicago Bulls, finally were up
ended 87-80 by the Miami Heat on
May 26.
The win for the Heat pushes the
Eastern Conference Finals to a
fifth game in the best of seven se
Eastern Conference Finals
ries.
Chicago vs. Miami
Chicago was one game away
Bulls lead series 3-1
from sweeping the finals when
Game 5 May 28 at Chicago
Heat center Alonzo Mourning
G~me 6 May 30 at Miami*
"guaranteed a victory" in game
Game 7 June 1 at Chicago*
four.
Western Conference FJnal$
In the fourth quarter Mourning
Utah vs. Houston
,
might have taken his claim a little
Series tied at~2-2
too far, for he and Dennis Rodman
Game 6 MaY, 29 at fiouston*
were handed double-technicals for
Game 7 June 1 at Utah* ,,·-.
a minor wrestling match on the
Alt arn&s on NBOK
The Houston Rockets battled
floor.
But most would say it was back against the Utah Jazz this
Michael Jordan's non-performance weekend to even their series up to
rather than the Heat's true perfor 2-2 in what is also a best of seven
_
mance that led to Miami's victory playoff.
Jazz star forward Karl Malone,
over the Bulls.
This could well ha~e been the who was also named the NBA's
answer, for his airness, Michael most valuable player, stated, "I'm
Jordan, missed 20 of his first 22 only going to ptay my style of
shots and went 0-8 from three game that I've played all season.
Why change what's got me here?"
point range.
Well, his below par perforYes, Michael Jordan is human

Shawn M. Aikens
Cornel F.P. Baptiste
Michael Eric Blindauer
Teresa A . Buckingham
John D. Busbee
Patricia J. Camden-Dakhli
Jessica Lyn Cannon
Frank M. Castellano
Robert L. Chaplin, Jr.
Franklin E. Clay
Steven Matthew Cline
Natasha Beth Davis
Thomas Davis
Kimberley Ann Doepker
Kathy A. Doseck
Mark L. Dotson
Robin M. Dravland
John W. Erickson
Tammy DeHaven Fanz
John C. Flohre
Lori L. Fox ·
Gina Marie Giambrone
P. Joseph Gilkerson
Daniel Gouge'
Randy Thomas Grimberg
Melanie J. Harp
Mark W. Harrup
Russell S. Hart

Katherine Susann Hemmerle
Christopher Alan Hickman
CaraD. Hume
Christopher D. Hume
Michael Iding
Rhonda Wilson Jones
Brenda Ann Kremer
Tracie A. Laughlin
Nanette L. LeCain
Jill M. Leighner
Cheryl J. Leach
Yueh-Feng Lu
Amber L. McCuiston
Shari L.P. McKinney
DiAnn McMillen
Lisa Mae Miller
Serri E. Miller
Jan Mitchell
Lisa K. Moodie
Marissa Moy
Robert C. Pederson
Satya P. Rajmangal
Melissa Anne Ratliff
Tamara Janeice Rogers
Jennifer Lyn Rowell /
I
Jennifer L. Schaffer ·
Amy Marie Schuler
Donald E. Shep~erd
Anna-Belle L. ,Skelton-Malone
Chad R. Smith
Johanna Gross Smith
Melanie Lynn Smith

.

The Guardian is hiring for next
year. If you are interes_ted in
•
workiflg for the sports
?'
d.
I
epartment, p ease stop by tf':le
Guardian offices in the Student
Union and fill out an application.

mance this weekend might be the
reason why the Jazz returns home
with the series tied.
He's appeared to play very tight
compared to his relatively relaxed
style of play all season.
But how is he expected to play
relaxed when he missed 18 of 28
shots Sunday and is playing against
some of the league's giants, includ- · ; . ; ; ; ; ; ; ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
('/Jeck Us Out.'
ing Hous ton 's "Dream Team"
Hakeem Olajuwon, Charles · · · Great Selectio __.of Used and New Guitars, Amps,
Barkley and Clyde Drexler is a
Percussion, · ,.. ' fds, Band Instruments, Sound
mystery.
Eq ~ ' -nt and Accessories.
Houston's quest to become
only the 12th team in NBA history
to come back from a 2-0 deficit
Whether you're looking to sell used musical
might seem nearly impossible, ex- :
instruments, or equipment for cash, or want to
cept for the fact that they've done :
bur used or new gear at a fraction of the cost.
it twice-in 1994 and 1995-on their ;
way to the championships.
New Website! http://www.Mi
The most surprising fact in this
game wasn't how these premier ·
Store Hours:
players played, but how the little
M-F
10 a.m-8 p.m.
people's roles came into effect.
Sat.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Eddie Johnson, who hardly
Sun.
1 p.m.-S p.m.
plays, hit a three-pointer at the
Phone:
427-4382
buzzer to tie the series at two a
Fax:
427-2677
piece.
Financing
The final outcome of the battle
and Layaway
3464 New Germany-Trebein Rd.
in the west, therefore, might not be
Plans
Available!
Beavercreek, OH 45431
decided by the power-houses, but
(Just
West of Sam's Club)
rather by some no-namer.
4
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Daniel Strawn
Deborah K. Stormer
Tami R. Tallman
Dennis E. Walker, Jr.
Michael G. Wolfe
Lisa V archol
David W. Wilkinson
Cassandra Lea W oyton
Julie Anna Achterman
Nicole Tamara Ahlers
Aimee M. Aleshire
Steven M. Alex
Anessa Marie Allen
Kathy L. Banfill
Sherry L. Bartz
Michael G. Bliss
Daniel E. Bolia
Linda M. Brown
Robert E. Buerger
Kreg A. Burnette
Michael Dean Carpenter
David John Cashman
Paul Wyseman Claggett
Christina Cortez
Jocelyn Crawford
Cynthia J. Crosthwaite
Brian Denny
Lori K. Dock
Marylee Duffield
Lorraine Ellis
Andrew Biaggio Estevez
Jennifer A. Forster

Matthew K. Fox
Sandra L. Radick
Judith Ann Franks
Tamara Lyn Haight
Tyler Andrew Hall
Shirley A. Hapner
Johanna S. Hetzer
Michele L. Hoyle
Charles W. Kirk
Lisa Marie Kremer
Kristina A. Kropff
Judith Kugler
Lesley R. Langford
Aranzazu Lattanzio
Kurt Victor Lovmark
Nichole A. Maas
Michael C. McConnell
Jennifer Ann Melke
Robert D. Mitman, II
Devon Loraine Moser
Rory S. Neubrander
Anna Katherine Olson
Hans F. Otto
Renee D. Pape
Ronald L. Papp
Tammy Lynn Paulus
Robert Carey Pence
Matt Pennucci
Zachary A. Pfeiffer
Katherine Pixley
Christine Potts
Deborah A. Robbins

MUSIC·GO·ROUND.

Susan K. Rogers
Robert Raymond Rotham
Robert Eugene Ruding
John Kinder Runge
M~chael Ray Schafer
Emily DeAnna Schlater
Tania Kay Schnippel
Susan Elizabeth Shriver
Tammy D. Segovia
John R. Seyerle
David Ryan Shoop
Wade Gordon Smith
Kathryn Janet Sonek
Vanessa L. Starkey
Sarah Stasiak
Robert William Steindl
Candace Marie Steiner
Tanya Stevens
William H. Stewart III
Betty J. Stutler
Rosa L. Summers
Donna C. Supp
Stacie Ezelle Taylor
Scott E. Thayer
Julie A. Thiemann
Aparna Y elamarti
Amanda M. Vallo
Elizabeth Ann Widener
Kimberly Kirsten Wiita
Kelly Annette Zornes

.•
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Women•s Soccer faces tough schedllle this fall N/TROHits
BY BERNADETTE
, .HABER
ara Arena
Sl
After meeting the challenge of
rebuilding, the Wright State
women's soccer team faces another
big challenge: its 1997 schedule.
The WSU schedule is filled
with top women's soccer programs
in the nation as well as the always
competitive conference schedule.
The Raiders will take on Big

Writer

They've gone from a 4-16
record in 1994 to a 11-10 overall
mark last season and a third place
finish in the Midwestern Collegiate
Conference.

FINALLY OWN YOUR OWN

·- · ~.QM~Y.T.~_ll SYSTEM!

Ten programs like Ohio State,
Minnesota, Michigan and Michi
gan State, as well as Maryland,
Evansville and Monmouth.
Wright State will also face
Army, Navy and the Air Force in a
tournament in early October.
The building of a tougher
schedule has been one of Head
Coach Rob Klatte's trademarks
since arriving three seasons ago.
The past two seasons, the Raid
ers have faced powerhouse UMass.
Klatte points out many reasons
for the strong schedule.
"First of all, we graduated just
one starter from last year's team,
so essentially we have a sopho
more-junior laden team. These
games give them valuable experi
ence under their belts going into
their senior seasons."
"Also, the tougher schedule is
in preparation for the conference
schedule. This season, the MCC
has an automatic bid into the

~
d

MULTIMEDIA AND INTERifET READY
• Pl66+ (IBM) CPU (Faster lhaa Prnllum
166 and upar■ dablt lo 100 mhz)
• 16 MF.r.s RAM upgradable lo 12A Mill
• 1.2 GIG llARD DRIVE

• 6 SPEF.D CD-ROM
• 16RTT 3DSOUNDW/WAVETARLF.

• I MEO ORAPIIICS MPl:O AC"CELERATOR
• JJ.6 VOICE/FAX/MODEM

• 1.s-FJ..orrv
• MINT-TOWER CASE
• KF.YROARl>+MOUSF.
• WlNOOWS 95 CD l'UJS ( SF.RIES 21)

• fl1:i.E. ILi.R.

WARRANTY'II

•
•
•
•
•
•

Alll>-ONSWITII PI/RCIIASl!:OFSYSTEM:
PlOO• (IBM«I) CPU AllD S61
PENTIUM.(INTl!l,)166 MIIZCPU AllD S49
PENT1UM•(INTEL)200 MHZ CPU AllD $191
BX CD-ROM ADD $35
I6X CO.ROM ADIi S6)

: ;~:~::~ :~~ :~
• 2..SOIOIIOADDSO
• U OIO 110 ADD S99
• 2 MEO VIDEO CARD ADD SIS
• 14• (.lK) COLOR MONITOR ADD Sl60
• W (.lK) COLOR MONITOR Alli> SlOS
(.lA) COLOR MONIROR ADD

• ,r

sm

• Rtl'URRl~IIF.D PRINT1:RS DOT MATRIX
FROM S75 -Sl75
•r,iclnt •nd 1v1lihillly 11 oubject 10

A COLOR RURBLt

$939

.......

+r-tx

J'"

• 1RADE-INS AND UPGRADES WELCOME
• CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION

., 1-937-252-9925

P'INANCINO AVAILABLE
IATnAIIOW ...

$321\.0ffll

NCAA tournament."
"I honestly believe that we will
win the conference tournament
within the next three seasons.
These teams will be the ones that
we will face in the NCAA's and to
have the experience against their
speed and physicalness will help
come November."
The schedule is also in blocks
of games at home and away, rather
than scattered throughout the short
season.
"If you notice, a lot of o~r away
games are during the beginning of
the season when we aren't in
class," Klatte said. "I also try and
schedule a stretch of home matches
at the beginning of the quarter and
during midterms."
The Raiders kick off the 1997
season at Youngstown State
on
August
29.
They return home for their opener
at Raider Field on September 5
against Xavier.

~------------------------------------------·
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THE LAST SATURDAY SHUTTLE WILL BE 6/7/97. SHUTTLE
WILL RESUME 9/20/97.
Cost is $1.00 one way. Exact fare is required.
Shuttle is wheelchair accessible.
For more shuttle information, call the Parking and Transportation Department's
Help Line. Help Line Hours are:
8 am • 10 pm Monday thru Friday
10 am - 10 pm Saturday
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By DAVE SEAMAN

Sports Editor
Nine days after the World
Wrestling Federation invaded the
Nutter Center, World Champion
ship Wrestling hits Hara Arena on
June 2 for WCW Monday Nitro
at 7:30p.m.
stars of WCW return to
Hara for Nitro for the third time
since the show began on Septem

The

ber 4, 1995.
The two previous times Nitro
originated from Dayton were Oc
tober 30, 1995 and December 2,

1996.
WCW also .held its Great
American Bash pay-per-view at
Hara in June of 1995 .
Nitro is WCWs weekly live
two hour wrestling show that has
been Monday night wrestling's
powerhouse for well over a year.
WCW television is seen in
over 94 percent of U.S. television
households on more than 204 dif~
ferent TV stations.
Tickets for the event are on
sale, but are going fast. As of last
weekend, there were less than a
thousand tickets remaining for the
event. Prices range from $15-$22
According to WCW 's Lynn
Brent, the card for Nitro isn't usu
ally set until the day of the event,
but over the past few weeks on
Nitro stars such as "Nature Boy,.
Ric Flair, The Giant, The Stiner
Brothers , Glacier and Chris
Benoit have appeared.
Also the infamous New World
Order, led by Scott Hall and
Kevin Nash will most likely make
an appearance at Hara.
Brent commented that she
didn't know when WCW would
return to the Miami Valley.

OPPORTUNITY

R

Let's face it - working at NCR Country Club is a great way to earn money,
because NCR Country Club has the flexibility to work around your schedule.
If you go to school, have kids at home, or just need time for your daily activities,
NCR Country Club will work for you!
In addition to having a flexible work schedule, ·N CR Country Club employees
also enjoy additional benefits such as competitive wages, meal discounts,
limited golf privileges, staff developmental opportunities that earn a cash
bonus, referral bonuses, incentive/recognition awards, drug free atmosphere,
and friendly people in a beautiful working environment.

,

'

Don't delay - apply today. NCR Country Club is now hiring full-time and part
time people for: Dining Room Servers, Bartenders, Banquet Servers, and Golf
Course Food and Beverage Employees.
Apply in person at NCR Country Club located at 4435 Dogwood Trail, offWest
~.
p Road in Kettering, Ohio. Should yo~ need further information on our
-~
yment opportunities, please call Jenmfer Numbers at (937)643-6947.

For more Information
-

.

1-75 North• Exit 74 (taJc_e your first three rights)• 1615 Hayr,c,,rth Court, Trot: Ohio

•
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key drills.
a lot about them. I know that I sent John Ramey
DS: How do you feel about college coaches to play here and he had a great experience. I don't
continued from pg. 13.
such as Rick Pitino jumping to the NBA?
know what necessarily the problems have been,
make or miss we're pushing it up the court We
ES: I don't see any problem with it because all I know was that the job was open and I con
started by trying to improve our ball handling ifthey don't win these schools will fire them im- tacted WSU about coming here. I feel bad that
skills and incorporate a lot of the things that were mediately. If you look around at the other uni- Jim Brown and some of those guys aren't the
going to do skill wise. Obviously you can't do versities, they just fire them, and so it would be coach anymore, but WSU was going to hire
any team stuffwith three guys at a time, but we're nice if everyone wouldjust be loyal to the school somebody and it's not my fault. As much com
implementingourfundamentalsandmanyofour and the school would be loyal to the coach, but passion that I have for them, my job is to take
that's not happening. It's a busi (the team) and go forward. They did a great job
ness unfortunately. We're in an edu creating a foundation for this program. You go
cation business and if someone is and look at the Nutter Center, they've done some
not getting thejob done as an edu thing right. The administration felt it was time
cator they're going to get fired, so for a change, and I'm fortunate that they chose
you'd like to see loyalty. The bot ·me. I don't necessarily know or care about what
tom line is ifthe coaches don't win, happened in the past, all that I can deal with is
the school's getting rid of them. what's ahead.
DS: You said during your press conference
Take Coach Cal, (John Calipari)
he got a three million dollar a year that a three to five year plan would be in place
contract. You look at Pitino, he's for Dr. Cusack's three goals. What are some of
getting $79 million. What that does the more immediate things that we' 11 see?
ES: First of all what I expect is an increase in
for his family, they're financially
secure no matter what happens. He our academic record. I expect our guys to be at
gets in a car wreck and goes para class, I expect them to do the job academically.
lyzed, his family is going to be fine If it takes five hours to study a day, then we got to
for generations. I think the loyalty spend five. The first thing I want people to see in
has to be to your family because at the university is that the basketball team is get
the same time the university is not ting thejob done academically. The second thing
going to necessarily be loyal to I want to have guys that want to improve and are
them. I have a five year contract, willing to work hard and that will be a directly
and I'm going to be loyal to that be seen on the court, weather they win or lose,
five years and at the end of that, that they play hard, they gave it everything that
then we' 11 discuss and see what they had and your going to see it with the inten
happens, but I'm going to do what sity that play with, the desire, the thirst to win,
I think is best for me, my family and that doesn't mean that were going to win,
but it means that were going to give it everything
and the university.
DS: What are your thoughts on we have to win. I don't worry about wins and
the former coaching staffs here at losses. I think winning is a byproduct of doing
photo by Marie Mowrey
things correctly, so ifwere doing things correctly,
Wright State?
~chilling defends a player during an one-on-one
ES: To be honest, I don't know the wins and all that stuff that Dr. Cusack talks
session. Practice offically begins Oct. 17.

"Schilling 11
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CARD

FOR MORE
INFORMATION
CALL ID SERVICES
A•T 775-5542

U•• the 1 Card where
avallable:
• The WSU Bookstore
• Student Union Vending
Machines
• All Food Service Outlets
• TheDepot
• Hamilton Hall Laundry
(residents only)
• Bursar
• Student Union Copiers
• Wright Copy

GET YOUR WRIGHT ONE
CARD,AVAILABLE NOW AT ID
SERVICES
IN THE STUDENT UNION!

DON'T CARRY CASH!

about will happen. All I'm required is on a daily
basis to do everything in my power to make the
players the best people first that they can be and
basketball players second. If we're are doing that
on a consistent basis, then the winning ~tll
that stuff will take care of itself.
~ ;,,
DS: Talk about you personal life.
ES: I have a wife, Shawn, she was an attor
ney in Indiana, in fact she's going to be teaching
some law classes here at the university so some
body might get her in class. She graduated from
Butler and law school from Indiana She's ex
cited to get back to the midwest and closer to our
homes.
My parents live in Lebanon and hers live in
Indianapolis. In fact her father is being inducted
into the football hall of fame in Indiana, he
coached at Purdue and Army, and is probably
the most successful football coach in the state of
Indiana football history. So she's from a coach
ing background, she understands what it's like to
be a coach's wife because she was a coaches
daughter. Then I have a daughter who's going to
be three, named Christiana, and she's awesome.
She's high intensity, high energy and she never
sits still, and will drive you absolutely crazy, but
I love her more than anything in the world.

HELP WANTED
The men's basketball team
is looking for managers for
the 1997-98 season. If you
are intrested please
contact Adam Waltzer in
the athletic department at

775-2771.

''

Home
... . GilB IDB
~

SUMMER JOBS
GREAT EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES!!
The Home City Ice Company is looking to hire students to work during school and summer.

Home City Ice offers FLEXIBLE hours and EXCELLENT pay for its
employees during the school year and t~e summer break.

Jobs are available that offer mor~ than 40 hours per week.

Jobs average $6.00 - $10.00 per hour.
Get your APPLICATION in early and get trained, so you can start working
part-time during school & full-time during the summer.

Home City Ice offers job opportunities locally in Dayton as well as in Lima, Columbus,
Cleveland, Toledo, Pittsburgh, and the Cincinnati area.
Our Dayton Plant is located 10 minutes from campus.

We are looking to hire people for Route Delivery & Packaging.

USE THE 1 CARD!

CALLNOW!!

,

46-,-602B
Ask for Tim or George

Toll Free Number 1-800-283-55_.

MARKET USA... One of the top ten international telemarketing companies currently
has a first shift manager/trainee position available. Duties will include working directly
wirh the Facility Manager on special projects.

·

The qualifying applicant must have:

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

Leadership Skills
Excellent Verbal and Written Communication Skills
·
Computer Skills
Mathematical Aptitude
Detail and People Oriented
Good Organizational Skills

If you have the above...we can offer:
=i Competitive Wages
=> Benefits (Health Insurance, Paid Vacation, 401K)
=> Fun, Upbeat Atmosphere

MARKET

·· This is one
opportunity you
don't want to pass
up. If interested
please fax resume
to (937)879-8501 or
call Lynda at
(937)879-8593.

USA, Inc.

600 Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd.
Fairborn, OH 45324

Jun e 12

PRIMESTAR

PRESENTS

CLAY WALKER W/DIAM0ND RIO JUNE l4MMr.QNI!'.

RUSH

JUNE16

WITHE JESUS LIZARD & SOULS JUNE 29

NO DOUBT w/The Selector & MXPX
·

~--A

JULY 6

A

DISCeVER- PRESENTS
RISHA YEARWOOD JULY 10
LITTLE TEXAS, MARTINA MCBRIDE, lY HERNDON

MSW

COUNTING CROWS & lHE WALLFLOWERS JULY11· IWIK,;ONE.

A

JULY 12 A
FURTHUR FESTIVAL W/lHE BLACK CROWES,
~
MICKEY HART, BRUCE HORNSBY, RAIDOG & MORE!

NEW EDITION

LOLLAPALOOZA

W/DRU HI LL JULY 1a ~

•97 W/PRODIGY TOOL, JULY 20

·a

dA
'ifP

~

1.800.779.TIXX ~
24 f f ~ A DAY
CTC of Ohio Concert Hotline

Visit any Kroger flB<AIW~
Ticket Center or onllne at
www. ticke tmaster.com.
~ Charge your tickets by phone!
614.431.3600 / 513.228.2323.
Persons with hearing disabiHties call
TDD.800.359.2525.

-e.

-

~ p m /SAT:

1

Purchase your concert tickets at the Polaris
Amphitheater Box Office with Bank One's
"'lbe One Card®'' and receive a
$l.OO discount off of each ticket!

FlphtingHMltO.-.
and Stroh•

desi
On~ KRg<;ER ~ 12
suJ:s.
and under will be ad~ed {:; to re1awn

Underthe Armi,s
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by one
third or $1,500, which
ever amount is greater,
up to a $65,000 limit.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

Loo

•

•

Purchase tickets at the Polaris
Amphitheater Box Office M-F:

1

•

THIS YEAR A-LOTOF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.

GET BUD GET MUSIC

FEAnJRING SANDI PATTY, STEVEN CURTIS CHAPMAN,
TWILA PARIS, AVALON, BRYAN DUNCAN & CINDY MORGAN

6

This apace prov,ded u a public ..,..,,ce. Copynght 1998, American Heart Aaaoclatlon

SNOOP DOGGY DOGG, TRICKY, KOR~1 JON SPENCER BLUES
EXPLOSION, JAMES, JULIAN & DAMIAN MARLEY

MY UTMOST FOR HIS HIGHEST JULY 5

Learn to call 911 quickly if you ha~e one or mor~ symptoms of
stroke, like numbness in one side of the face or one limb, sudden
dimness or loss of vision, loss of speech, sudden severe headache
or dizzin~ss along with the above signs. Call 1-800-AHAAmerican Heart
USA1 to learn more. Or at http;//
Association..~
www.arn.hrt.org on the World Wide Web.

10am-~7f-A.

with each adult purchase or a lawn ticket.

•

* Pl.US APPLICABLE SERVICE otARGES

IOIJNDluo

ALL YOU CAN BE:
ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com

18
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Personal Care
HELP WANTED!
Assistant. Opportunity for Steady Part
time Work. No Experience Required.
Located Within Walking Distance ofWSU.
Hours Range from 15 to 20 per Week.
Starting Wage Is $6.oo+. Low rent housing
next to WSU can be provided . Call 427e-mail
or
1059,
7042 l .3 l 55@compuserve.com.
SUMMER SITTER needed for 8 and 11
year old boys. Monday-Friday IO to 4
(flexible). Own transportation necessary
for activities. Call 445-6193 (days) or 2933680 (evenings).
Wanted: weekend personal care attendent
for disabled female-WSU employee.
Salary: $7.00/hr. Must have reliable
transportation and references. Call 7754567 for 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p:m. Weekend
and evenings call 426-3668.
FUNDRAISER- Motivated groups needed
to earn $500-+ promoting AT&T, Discover,
gas and retail cards. Plan now for the Next
semester to get priority for the best dates.
Call Gina at (800) 592-2121 ext. I IO Free
CD to qualified callers.

EMPLOYMENT

PAINT HOUSES IN BEAVERCREEK
No experience necessary
Work outside w/friends
Get hired now- start after exams in June
JV's College Painters
is a local company
owned and operated by WSU student!
628-1546
ARE YOU TIRED OF WORKING
NIGHTS? First Watch is coming to
Kettering, and is looking for a few good
people to add to its crew. Be part of a
popular breakfast and lunch restaurant with
NO EVENING HOURS!!!
Now hiring servers cooks, and kitchen help.
Apply between 10-3 @ 4105 Towne &
Country Rd. - behind Towne & County
Mall.
CAMP STAFF
Resident camp for youth with diabetes.
Work one or two weeks
July 31 - August 23.
Specialists and general staff positions.
Call CODA at 614-486-7124
Support Care
PT/FT Positions available working with
Aholllllll.., To 2-+ \\\.-ck..,
citizens with disabilities. Great summer
P1 I\ at.: l\ kdtcal Pract 1cc
employment opportunity. Call Phil at
l.o\\ FcL''- - Plll111pt -\ppomt11ll:nh
(800) 531-3352.
\\'()\JE:\'" S \JED+ CE\: rm
TOUR
LAND
&
CRUIBE
2l) l,_ ~l) J 7
EMPLOYMENT - Discover how to work
\\ \\ ,, g~ np,l~L'" crn11/J11L·dpl ti...
in exotic locations, meet fun people, while
IT'S NO LONGER NECESSARY TO
earning up to $2,000/mo. in these exciting
BORROW MONEY FOR COLLEGE
industries. Cruise Infonnation Services:
WE CAN HELP YOU OBTAIN
206-971-3554 Ext.C55707
FUNDING. THOUSANDS OF
Come Grow With Us
AW ARDS AVAILABLE TO ALL
RPS,INC.
STUDENTS IMMEDIATE
Up to $7/hr to start
QUALIFICATION
Raises after 90 days
1-800-651-3393
Tuition assistance after 30 days
Learn How to build your own cable TV
Early morning and evening shifts
descrambler. Call 282-8121 for more
236-6774
information.
EOE
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches,
EARN GREAT MONEY AS AN
Cadillacs, Chevy's, BMW's, Corvettes.
BEAUTY
INDEPENDENT
Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free
CONSULTANT FOR MARY KAY,
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-8253 for current
AMERICA ' S #I SELLING BRAND 4
listings.
YEARS IN A ROW. PART OR FULL
GOV'T FORECLOSED homes from
TIME. VERY FLEXIBLE HOURS. NO
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax, Repo's,
REWARDS .
BIG
RISK,
REO's. Your Area. TollFree(l)800-218TRAINING
COMPREHENSIVE
t f
9000 Ext H 8253 for c
PROGRAM PROVIDED. CALL JULIE
@ 426-6153.
Love Kids, Summer activities?
We need a summer sitter in Forest Ridge
1430 FOREST LANE. $550/MONTH,
home. Need someone who is active $545 SECURITY DEPOSIT. WILL BE
swim, play, tennis, IibraryM-F days,
AVAILABLE FOR OCCUPANCY 7/1/
some flexibility on start/end time. 9,7,4
97. 2BR, 1 1/2 BATH, RANGE,
year olds. Transportation required.
REFRIGERATOR, DISHWASHER,
Salary Negotiable
CENTRAL AIR, NEW CARPET. CALL
Non-smoker
JL ZIMMERMAN REALTY 878-6844.
237-9747
1432FORESTLANE$550/MONTH, $545
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE. $6-$9.00
SECURITY DEPOSIT. WILL BE
per hour Work outside with otherstudents.
AVAILABl,E S/1/97. CALL JL
Training provided. Formen position
ZIMMERMAN REALTY 878-6844.
available. University Painters 1-800-390NEEDED: Female Roommate/Attendent
4848 *240.
for Disabled WS U Employee. Free Rent &
Participate in a sleep research project at the
Dayton Veteran's Administration. Will · Utlities provided. For more infonnation
call 775-4567, M-F 8:30- 5. Evenings and
compensate: Call 267-3910 M-F 7a.m. Weekends call 426-3668.
3:30p.m.
Forrest Ridge/Riverside-share 3 bedroom
HELP WANTED: Photographer needs
non-smoking home "':ith responsible person.
help! Looking for art student. $6/hr to start.
Unfurnished bedroom, kitchen privlege,
Matting and framing fine art photgraphy.
washer/dryer, A/C. $200/month + 1/3
For more info call 223-2406.
utilities+ deposit. Bob 236-4173.
JANITORIAL. Work6monthsatWSUfor
(FEMALE)SAVE$200SU MMERRENT.
Johnson & Gordon, Inc. and attend up to 6
Iwould like to sub-lease my Forest Lane
credits per quarter at no charge. ER.Efil
upstairs apartment. Will pay $200 of your
Full Time - Days/Nights. Paid holidays/
rent. WSU charge is $1050 per quarter
vacation. Competitive pay. Apply at WSU
minus $200 (I pay) equals $850 for summer.
Room 066 E All n Hall - 4:30 .m.
2 vacancies possible. Call 1-419-994-4800
after6 .m. or937-775-6096, ask for Am .

SERVICES

r

WSU Grad need 4 people to take over lease
on College Park apartment for summer
1997. A/C,4BD,2Bath, W/D,Fridge,plus
othermajorapplicances. AvailableJune 15
all summer $800 per occupant. Call 7751660 for details.
WANTED: Sublet for the summer, -2BR,
w/ air, one or two people, June to October
(length negotiable) Call Amy at 256-9949,
LM
I

.

FOR SALE
FAIRBORN - 3 Bedroom trailer/moblie
home with add on and porch. Brand new
furnace, 2 built in air conditioners. Fully
carpeted. Very nice and clean with small
fenced yard. Within 5 minutes ofWSU and
the mall. Much of the furniture and
refrigerator will stay. Must sell- graduating
med student. Asking only $10,000 obo.
Call 878-4397 or (614) 775-4345.
Pl66+ Computer system, 16 meg ram, 1.2
gig HD, 64bit PCI Video, 16bit 3D sound,
*X cdrom, 33.6 voice/fax/modem,
keyboard, speakers, mouse, Windows 95,
monitor available, ALL BRAND NEW
(business excess) $984 252-9925
PENTIUM 166 MHz, I 6megs, 2.5 gig HD,
2 meg MPEG video, 16 bit 3D sound, I 6X
CDROM, 33.6voice fax modem, Keyboard,
60wt speakers, mouse, windows 95, 14",
and 15" monitors available, Brnad New
(business excess) $1049 252-9929.
PENTIUM 200 MHz, 32 meg ram, 2.5 gig
HD, 2 meg PCVI video, 16 bit #D sotlnd,
20X cd rom, 33.6 voice fax modem,
Keyboard, 60wt speakers, mouse, windows
95, 14" and 15" monitors available, Brand
new, 1 year warranty $1260 252-9925.
P200+, 32 meg ram, 2.5 gig HD, 2 meg
MPEGvideo, 16bit3Dsound, 16XCdrom,
33.6 voice/fax/modem, keyboard, mouse,
speakers, Windows 95, 14" and 15"
available BRAND NEW with 1 year
warranty $1093 252-9929.
PENTIUM 200 MHz, with I7'' .28 digital
color monitor 32meg ram, 4.3 gig HD, 2
Meg MPEG/TV out video card, Sound
Blaster AWE 32, 20X cd-rom, 33.6 Modem
Blaster, Keyboard, 60 wt speakers, mouse,
Windows 95, BRAND NEW w/ one year
·
warranty $1747 252-9925.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

•••~s

A.cc1s,e1.1es

Camic,

Dark~Star
Be e 1:.s

&

Cmm1cs

for comics & games_.

(or used books & comics...

Dark Star Ill
Fairfield Plaza
Beavercreek, Ohio 45432
(937) 427-~213

Dark Star I
237 Xenia Avenue (Rt. 68)
Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387

(937) 767-9400

e-mail: drkstr ys@aol.com
THERESA PANKEY, Manager
MARY ALICE WILSON, Owner

1997 Summer Cl~ Calendar
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FOR RENT

PIECESOFYESTERDAY,asupportgroup
for women who relinquished children for
adoption and adult adoptees, meets the first
Friday ofeach month, 7-9 p.m. at Centerville
United Methodist Church on Franklin
Street.
Relive cinema history with the siters of Phi
Mu, May 29th @ 7p.m. Thursday is movie
night with the ladies of Phi Mu. 775~5560.
Hey out there! Anybody who likes country
music and can tenor give mea call, Matthew
Lake W: 837-3744 or H: 962-4016.

Term 1:

\la., 19 •.lum· 27

Term 2:·
Term 3:
Term 4(only at Oxford):

.lunt· I(,• Jul., IS
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HOTLINE

Ifyou are
what you eat,
why not cut
back on fat?

American Heart~

254-0173

AssociationSM•
Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

lsu·M MER woRKI
Throughout the Midwest

EARN UP TO $10.00 TO START
(each office pay rate may vary sligbtly)
*Co-op/AASP scholarships available
*No experience necessary
*Full and part-time openings
*Conditions exist - must be 18
illilQ
Akron
Columbus
Columbus E
Canton
Dayton
Lima/Findlay
Mansfield
Portsmouth
Springfield
Toledo

330-836-2220
614-888-9761
614-868-7248
330-493-9559
513-436-3580
419-425-1337
419-747-5757
614-355-0800
937-322-4755
419-861-0736

Grayling
Jackson
Kalamazoo
Lansing
Livonia
Macomb
Midland
Monroe
Port Huron
Saginaw
St. Joseph
Troy

517-731-0363
517-796-1377
616-323-7800
517-333-3747
810-474-9090
810-972-4004
517-631-3959
3 l 3-242-9919
810-987-3040
517-793-7960
616-982-4455
810-879-8991

filWA
Cedar Rapids
Des Moines
Oubuque
Quad Cities
Sioux City
Waterloo

PREREQUISITE: ADRENAim
.
.

.

Drive. Intensity. Those aren't
your character, confidence and
words you're likely to see in many
decision-making skills. Again,
course requirements. Then again
words other courses seldom use.
Army ROTC is unlike any other
But they're the credits you need to
elective. It's hands-on excitesucceed in life. ROTC. is open to
ment. ROTC will challenge you
freshmen and sophomores withmentally and physically ~ADERSHIP out obligation and requires
through intense leadership
about five hours per week. Reg
training. Training that builds
ister this term for Army ROTC.

..,,.c-;--,

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST OOWGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

•

For details, visit 337 Allyn Hall or call
775-2622/2763

19

319-366-0707
515-253-0876
319-589-0730
319-355-4133
712-274-0845

NEBRASKA
Grand Island
Lincoln
Omaha

308-395-8155
402-477-8663
402-734-4810

INDIANA
Bloomington
Evansville
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Kokomo
Lafayette
Merrillville
Muncie
Richmond
South Bend
Terre Haute

812-323-4004
812-477-9272
219-479-1224
317-578-0431
317•767-3628
765-454-8990
765-474-3612
219-769-2352
765-289-7345
317-767-5768
219-282-2357
812-299-9088

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
Convrvier
Flint
Grand' Haven
Grand Rapids

313-971-6122
313-374-1137
810-603-1915
616-847-9080
616-245-3882

MINNESOTA
Brooklyn Park
Edina
St. Paul North
St. Paul South
Duluth
Mankato
Rochester
St. Cloud

612-794-6540
612-820-0872
612-725-8934
612-725-8934
218-727-0206
507-345-0687
507-288-0222
320-656-7750

ILLINIOS
Crystal Lake
DeKalb
Dixon
Elgin
St. Clair County
Gurnee
Homewood
Joliet
LaSalle/Peru
Lincolnwood
Naperville
Northbrook
Oakbrook
Oak Park
Orland Park
Peoria
Rockford
Schaumburg

815-477-8151
815-756-1136
815-535-0840
847-697-6970
618-234-2034
847-625-8292
708-206-1982
815-722-4080
815-224-8464
773-866-1608
630-588-0572
847-509-0058
630-323-289 l
708-583-1840
708-873-9280
309-693-2001
815-397-6997
847-884-1044

:WESI VIRGINIA
Parkersburg

304-422-7311

Final Exam Question #2
Thet ollect Call
.
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What'Sthe only number to use for all your
·. collect calls that could instantly win you
cool stuff (like hip Planet Hollywood®
jackets and pacts of 24 free movie passes) ··
·
·eVerJ hour; every day?
.
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d) 1800 CAU ATT
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For all your collect calls- eren local.
No purchase necessary. Must be a legal US resident age 13 or older. Calls will be accepted and 984 winners will be selectad randomly between 4/28/97
(12:0,1 PM, EST) and 6/8/97 (12 noon, EST). Only completed domestic calls are eligible. Prize values: (24) movie passes S168/Planet Hollywood• jacket $225.
®PHR. Odds of winning depend on number of entries ~~eived. For official rules and tree entry instructions, call 1 800 787-5193. Void wt- -rohibited.
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